the art issue!
Dear readers,

As I'm sure you've noticed, there is a conspicuous lack of words and abundance of drawings in this week's issue of the Water Tower. We have the great fortune of possessing an incredible art staff, without whose work the paper would simply not be what it is. The normal order of business is that we don't straighten out exactly what is going in each issue until sometime between Thursday night and Saturday morning. That gives the artists about a day to fully illustrate the issue, something they consistently do with great success. In light of their commitment and remarkable skill, we've decided to do an issue dedicated to their art. Rather than the usual 22 hours, they had as much time as they needed to exhibit the range of their talents. As expected, we were absolutely blown away by what they've given us, and we think you will be too.
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around town.

"WE DON'T GET YOUR KIND 'ROUND THESE HERE PARTS..."

THE LONE (ART) MAJOR ON REDSTONE

Lauren Schrom
Mareil Brown-Fallon

Ben Berrick
Marcel Brown-Fallon

Barry Guglielmo

---

advertisement

Launching the 10 day October Film Festival this month, with a brand new Series GLOBAL ROOTS.

Free screenings of films from the mother countries of New Americans in Vermont.

Great films from Bosnia, Mexico, China, Rwanda, Iraq & Nepal.

October 11-20, 2013

2nd Sunday of every month, starting April 14 at 5pm, at North End Studios, 204 N Winnishki Ave.

Snackbar at venue, or bring your own food and beverage. Info and trailers on VTIFF.ORG

VTIFF.ORG
reflections.
the water tower
sends our hearts out to all those in Boston.